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Several definitions of ‘ideal’ for multilattices are considered, as are several definitions of 
‘distributivity’: the result “If a lattice (L, =G) is distributive then (9, E), the lattice of its ideals, 
is implicative” is extended to multilattices; it is also shown that one of the distributivity 
conditions is satisfied by all directed multilattice groups. A relationship is established between 
two of the sets of ideals for directed multilattices of width 2. 
Terminology 
Let (P, c) be a poset. If X E P, then by L(X) we shall mean {y E P ( y < 
~V~EX}, andbyM(X), {y~Ply>xVx~X}. 
BY L(x) (or (4) we shall mean L({x}), and by M(x) (or Lx)), M({x]). 
Similarly M(a, b) and L(a, b) mean M({a, b}) and L({a, b}). 
1. Introduction 
In [l], Benado introduced the concept of ‘multilattices’. A multilattice is a 
generalization of a lattice; more precisely, it is a poset (E, s) that satisfies the 
following condition and its dual: 
If a, b E E and 3u E E s.t. u ~a, u 2 b, then 3v E E s.t. v cu, v aa, v > b, 
and (x < v, x 2 a, x 3 b) jx = v. Clearly v in the above definition is a minimal 
upper bound of a and b. For a, b E E we denote the set of all minimal upper 
bounds of a and b by a v b, and the set of all maximal lower bounds of a and b by 
a A b. 
Note that every finite poset is a multilattice. 
We shall consider directed multilattices, i.e. those in which each pair of 
elements always has at least one upper bound, and at least one lower bound. 
A wide variety of examples of multilattices is given in [l]; two simple directed 
multilattices are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 
Let G be a group, and 6 a partial order on G. Then (G, +, c) is said to be a 
partially ordered group iff Vx, y, a, b E G, a s b +x + a + y 6 x + b + y. 
If (G, <) is a lattice, ( G, +, s ) is an l-group ([2], page 237). 
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Fig. 1. 
Similarly, if (G, C) is a directed multilattice, (G, +, c ) is called a directed 
multilattice group (see e.g. [4]). 
Example. Let G E Z CD Z as follows: (x, y) E G iff x + y is even. (x1, y,) + 
(XZ, ~2) = @I+ XZ, YI + ~2). (XI, YI) s (XZ, ~2) iff XI <x2 and y1 sy2. 
It is not difficult to see that (G, +, s) is a directed multilattice group. But it is 
not a l-group; e.g. (1,3) v (2,2) = { (2,4), (3,3)}. 
In this paper, we are concerned with the extension to multilattices of certain 
Fig. 2. 
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lattice-theoretic results, involving in particular the concepts of (I) ideal and (II) 
distributivity. 
I. Several authors have given definitions of ideals valid for directed posets. 
Here we consider three such definitions: 
We shall call X GE (X #0) an s-ideal iff x, y E X j M(x, y) n X f 0, and 
x E X + (~1 c X. (This is the definition used by RachGnek in [5]). 
We shall call X E E (X Z 0) an l-ideal iff x, y E X j LM(x, y) G X. (This 
definition is due to Burgess [3]). 
We shall call X E E an m-ideal iff x, y E X and sup(x, y) exists+ 
L(sup(x, Y )) 5 X. 
The set of all s, I, m ideals of (E, 6) will be denoted by $s, $[, 9, respectively. 
Remark. It is immediate that $s E 9, E 9,. In fact, both inclusions will in 
general be strict. [For in Fig. 1, {a, b, 0} E $!, but {a, b, 0} $ Bs. In Fig. 2, 
{a, b, 01 E A,,, but {a, b, O> $X.1 
II. Benado ([l], 6.1) called a multilattice distributive if (b v a) rl (b v c) # 0, 
(b r\u)r-I(b AC)#~=$U=C. 
Now every l-group is distributive ([2], Th. 4, page 294). The question naturally 
arises: Is every directed multilattice group distributive in Benado’s sense? It can 
easily be seen that the answer is NO. 
For consider the example already given. Let a = (5, 7), b = (4, 8), c = (6, 6). 
Then (6, 8) E (b v a) f~ (b v c), and (4,6) E (b A a) fl (b A c), yet a #c. 
This prompts us to consider alternative formulations of multilattice dis- 
tributivity. Several such formulations are possible as indicated in the next section. 
2. Extensions of lattice-theoretic results 
A lattice is said to be implicative (Brouwerian) if, given any a, b E L, 
1x4 a AX C b} contains a greatest element. One of the best known lattice- 
theoretic results involving distributivity and ideals is (1) that if a lattice (L, =s) is 
distributive, then (9, c), the lattice of its ideals, is implicative (and, a fortiori, 
distributive) ([2], page 129, Theorem 25). [Any implicative lattice is distributive 
([2], page 45, Theorem 18)]. 
Conversely, (2) it is the case that if (8, G) is distributive, then (L,s) is 
distributive (see e.g. [6], Theorem 80). 
Burgess [3] has succeeded in generalizing (1) for $*. 
In order to do so he notes that ($$, _) c is a lattice, and defines a directed poset 
to be “LM-quasi-distributive” (lm-q-d&.) iff a E LM(x, y) fl (z] j 3s E L(x, z), 
t E L(y, z) s.t. a E LM(.s, t). 
[It is not hard to show that the multilattice of Fig. 1 is Im-q-distr.] 
We now show that a similar result obtains for ($m, s). 
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To this end, we shall define a directed multilattice to be l-distributive if for 
X, y, 2 s.t. sup@, y) exists, a E L(sup(x, y)) fl (21 j 3s E L(x, z), t E L(y, z) s.t. 
sup@, t) exists and a c sup@, t). 
It is not difficult to show that ($,, G) is a lattice. 
Theorem 1. Let (E, <) be a directed multilattice. If (E, s) is I-dtktributive, then 
($w, E) is implicative. 
Proof. Let J, K E $m and L = {x E E 1 L(a, x) c K Vu E J}. Note that K E L, so 
Lf0. 
Suppose x, y E L, sup(x, y) exists and w 6 sup(x, y). Then given any a E J, 
L(a, w) G L(sup(x, y)) II (a]. Suppose r E L(a, w). Then 3s E L(x, a), t E L(y, a) 
s.t. sup@, t) exists and r < sup@, t). But then clearly s and t belong to K, implying 
that r E K; thus w E L. 
We have now shown that L E,$~. Suppose v E J fl L. Since v E J we have 
L(v,x)~LVXEL. But vEL. So L(v)sK, i.e. VEK. So LE{J’E.$~]J~J’G 
If B E $,, is s.t. J fl B c K, then given any a E J, if u E L(a, b) where b 
haveueJ, uEB+uuJJBBuuK. ThusBsL. 
It follows that ($m, _) c is implicative (and, a fortiori, distributive). 0 
Open question. If ($m, E) is implicative, need (E, C) be I-distributive? 
above.] 
Further interest attaches to l-distributivity in view of our next result. 
Theorem 2. Every directed multilattice group is l-distributive. 
EBwe 
[Cf (2) 
Proof. Let (G, +, C) be a directed multilattice group. Suppose x, y, z, a E G, 
sup& y) exists, and a E L(sup(x, y)) rl (t]. 
Denote sup@, y) by v. Then a av$s-a-v+n6x and x<v+s<a, so 
s E L(x, 2). 
Similarly t = a - v + y E L(y, z). 
Nowa=a-v+v=(a-v)+sup(x,y)=sup(a-v+x,a-v+y)=sup(s,t). 
0 
Remark. It can be shown that a directed multilattice group need not be 
lm-q-distr. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning how Im-q-distr. and I-distr. are related. 
Proposition. Im-q-distr. + l-distr., and the implication is strict. 
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Proof. Let (E, S) be Zm-q-distr. If sup@, y) exists and a E L(sup(x, y)) rl (z], 
then 3s E L(x, z), t E L(y, z) such that a E LM(s, t). Now a E LM(s, t) rl (a], so 
3s’ E L(s, a), t’ E L(t, a) such that a E LM(s’, t’). But a E M(s’, t’). Thus a = 
sup@‘, t’). It is clear that s’ E L(x, z), and t’ E L(y, z). 
To see that the implication is strict, consider Fig. 2. It is easy to verify that the 
multilattice illustrated is I-distr. If it were Im-q-distr. we know that (,$, G) would 
be distributive (by Burgess’s result), which is not the case - (a] A, (b] = (a] A/ 
(c] = {0}, and (u] vi (6]= (a] vI (c] = {a, c, 0}, yet (b] # (cl. 0 
We now wish to see if an extension of (1) for $S is possible. The first problem 
that arises here is that in general (9S, E) is obviously not a lattice: just consider 
Fig. 1 or Fig. 2. 
However, 
Theorem 3. Let (E, C) be u v-finite directed multiluttice (i.e. a directed 
multiluttice in which a, b E E j Ia v bj is jinite). Then ($J~, G) is a directed 
multiluttice. 
Proof. It is easy to show that ($S, z) is directed. 
To show that a directed poset (P, S) is a directed multilattice it is sufficient to 
show that 
(i) Vu E P s.t. u s a, b, {x E P ) x E L(u, b), x 3 v} has a maximal element, 
and 
(ii) VW E P s.t. w 3 a, b, {x E P ( x E M(u, b), x s w} has a minimal element. 
Given A, B E $3, and V E ,$s s.t. V GA, B, let {Y,}, be a chain in X = {J E 
$S 1 J E L$$(A, B), V c J}. Clearly, V G 2 = U yl G A, B. 
If p, q E Z, then both belong to some x. But x E 2S + 3r E x s.t. r EP v q. So 
3 ~5 Z s.t. r Ep v q. 
It is clear that Z is decreasing. Hence Z E $S. 
Clearly 2 is an upper bound of {Y,},. By Zorn’s lemma, X has a maximal 
element. 
Given A, B E $s and W E $s s.t. A, B E W, let {K}, be a chain in X = {J E 
,$sIJ~M9s(A,B),JrW}. ClearlyA,B~Z=n~~W. 
We claim 3r Ep v q s.t. r E Z (given p, q E Z). 
For suppose not. Then given r, EP v q, r, $Z, so 3iI EZ s.t. r, $ Yi,. But 
p, q E yi, 3 3, E I$ s.t. r2 EP v q. (Observe that r, # rI). r2 $ Z, so 3i2 E I s.t. 
r, $ yi,. Clearly x2 c Y;.,. But p, q E x2 j 3, E yi, s.t. r3 E p v q. (Observe that 
r3fh r3 # rl - e.g. r3 = rl would imply rI E &c Y,,. contradiction.) r, 4 Z, so 
3i3 E I s.t. r3 $ x3. Clearly Y;., c yl,. But p,q~Y~,+33r,~Yi, s.t. r4Epvq. 
(Observe that r,#r,, r,#r,, r4 # r, - e.g. r4 = r, would imply r, E x, c x2 c k;, , 
contradiction) etc. 
Now p v q has n elements, say. But proceeding as above we show the existence 
of n + 1 distinct elements of p v q. Contradiction. 
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Proof. Let (E, S) be m-distributive. Take a E ML@, z) rl ML(y, z). If x 6y 
then a E ML@, z) where s = y E M(x, y). Similary for y sx. 
If xlly, then ~~EXAZ, tEyAz s.t. (vqESVt,3pExvy s.t. L(p,z)E 
L(q)). 
Clearly 3b G u s.t. b ES v t. So 3p EX v y s.t. L(p, z) E L(b)+ML(b) G 
ML(p, z). But a 2 b, so a E ML(b). 
Hence a E ML(p, z) where p E M(x, y). The result follows. Cl 
(iii) Whether or not ml-q-distr. implies m-distributivity is a question for 
further research (as, indeed, are the inter-relations, if any, between these two 
forms of distributivity and Im-q-distr. Certainly l-distr. 13 ml-q-distr., for though 
the multilattice of Fig. 2 is l-distr., it is not ml-q-distr. For although b E 
ML(u, c) II ML(b, c), s E M(u, b) +s 2 c, so we cannot have b E ML@, c).) 
Theorem 5. Let (E, s) be a v-finite directed multiluttice. If (E, S) is m- 
dktributive, then @,, E) is implicative (and a fortiori, ml-q-distr.). 
Proof. Given J, K E ,~5~, put L = {x E E 1 L(u, x) G K, Vu E J}. We wish to show 
that L E $s. Observe that L is decreasing. So to show L E Bs, it will be sufficient to 
show that, given x, y E L, 3z E x v y s.t. z E L. 
Ifxsy, putz=y;ify<x, putz=x. 
So suppose x 1 I y. Choose a, E J. Since (E, s) is m-distributive, 3s E x A uo, 
tEyAu0 s.t. (VqEsvt,3pExvy s.t. L(p, uo) E L(q)). Since s, t E K E $*, 
3r E K s.t. r E s v t. So 3p E x v y s.t. L(p, uo) G L(r). 
So L(uo, p) E L(r) G K (since r E K). 
Wecluim3zExvys.t. L(u,z)GKVUEJ. 
(E, s) is v-finite, so x v y has 12 elements, say. Suppose there is no z E x v y 
s.t. L(u, z) G K Vu E J (1). 
As we have seen above, given a; E 1, 3zi E x v y s.t. L(uI, zl) G K. By (1) 3u2 E J 
s.t. L(u,,, zl) $ K. a;, u,EJ. So 34~4 v a 2 s.t. ai EJ. For a; 32, EX v y s.t. 
L(u;, z2) G K. (Observe z2 # zl. For z2 = z1 j L(u;, zl) E K j L(u2, zl) c K. 
Contradiction.) 
By (l), 34 E J s.t. L(u3, z2) $ K. So 34 E a; v u3 s.t. a; E J. For a; 32, E x v y 
s.t. L(uj, z3) G K. (Observe z3 f zi, z, #z,. E.g. z3 = z, j L(u;, zl) E K + 
L(u;, ~1) E K 3 L(u 2, zl) G K. Contradiction) etc. 
Proceeding in this way we establish the existence of 12 + 1 different members of 
x v y. Contradiction. 
So (1) is false, and L E $s. 
Suppose BEL~,(J,L). Then BcJ, BrL. bEB=+bEL+L(u,b)GKVuE 
J. ButbEJ+L(b)GK+bEK. So BsK. 
Thus L E {J’ E 9s 1 L,(J, J’) E L,s(K)}. 
If C E {J’ E $s I L,*(J, J’) E L,(K)} then L,&J, C) E L,s(K). Choose c E C. 
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Then if a E J and d E L(a, c), (d] E L,$(J, C) (since d < a E J, and d 6 c E C). So 
(d]eL9$(K)i.e. (d]GK+dEK. ThusL(a,c)EKVuEJ~cEL. 
Hence C c_ L. So L is the greatest member of {J’ E & ( L$,(J, J’) c_ L,(K)}. 
The result follows. 0 
3. A relationship between ${ and $,,, 
In the introduction we remarked that 9, E $m, and that in general the inclusion 
is strict. 
As we shall now show, the distributivity of ($!, s) may imply a much stronger 
relationship between $! and $,,,. First we need a definition. 
Definition. If (E, G) contains an antichain of order k, but no antichain of order 
k + 1, (E, G) is said to be of width k. 
Theorem 6. Let (E, G) be a directed multilattice of width 2. Zf ($$, c) is 
distributive, then 2, = ,$,,, .
Proof. Let J E $m. We want to show J E Bir, i.e. a, b E J 3 L(u v 6) c J. Suppose 
not. Then 3u, b E J s.t. L(u v 6) $ J. Clearly sup(u, 6) does not exist. So 
a v b = {p, q} say, and 32 E L(p, q) s.t. .z $ J. Since a 11 b and (E, s) is of width 
2 we know that z must be comparable to a or 6. W.1.o.g. take z > 6. We must 
have a 11 z, for a < z + z E M(u, 6) =$ p = q = z, contradiction. 
Since M(u, 6) = M(u, z), LM(u, 6) = LM(u, z) i.e. L(u) v, L(b) = L(u) v, 
L(z). Now (j$, E) is distributive, so we cannot have L(u) A! L(b) = L(u) A[ 
L(z), i.e. L(u, 6) f L(u, z). So 3c E a A z s.t. c $ L(u, 6). Note that c 1) 6. 
Now z E c v 6. For if not 32’ < z s.t. z’ E c v 6. But then M(u, z’) c M(u, 6) = 
M(u, z), so M(u, z’) = M(u, z), thus LM(u, z’) = LM(u, z) i.e. L(u) vI L(z’) = 
L(u) v[ L(z). Let r E L(u, z). Now c 11 6, so since (E, s) is of width 2, r must be 
comparable to b or c, hence r =Z b -in which case r < z’ -or r G c (recall that 
cEuAz)-in which case rsz’ also. So L(u, z) = L(u, z’) i.e. L(u) A[ L(z) = 
L(u) A[ L(z’). But ($$, c) is distributive, so L(z’) = L(z), hence z’ = z. 
Contradiction. 
z cannot be the only member of c v b for then z = sup(c, b), and c, b E J E 
$,,, +z E J. Contradiction. So 3w E c v 6, w )I z. Since a II z, and (E, G) is of 
width 2, a must be comparable to w, so w > a. But then w E M(u, b), so z G w, 
contradiction. 0 
Note that the distributivity of (2m, c) has no such bearing on the relationship 
of ,j$ and $jm. For, as pointed out in Section 2, ($m, E) of Fig. 2 is distributive, 
yet ($$, c) is not. 
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Theorem 6 gives rise to several interesting questions, e.g.: Does the dis- 
tributivity of (,$,, G) imply in general that &?[ = ,$m, or at least that $/ is a 
sublattice of $m, or that ($m, E) is also distributive? 
If the above assertions do not hold in general, up to what width are they true 
for? (Since first posing this question I have discovered - though the proof is 
lengthy - that for a directed multilattice of width 3, the distributivity of ($1, CZ) 
implies that ($/, C) is a sublattice of ($m, c) and that ($m, z) is also 
distributive). 
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